The following templates include the contents of the El Dorado County Library Storytime kits. To edit the contents, click on the text box.

**BOOKS**
1. Little Cloud, by Eric Carle
2. Come On, Rain, by Karen Hesse
3. Cloudette, by Tom Lichtenheld
4. Where Do They Go When It Rains? by Cerdá Muller
5. Rainstorm, by Barbara Lehman
6. Bringing Rain to Kapiti Plain, by Vera Aardema
7. One Big Rain" Poems for Rainy Days, by Rita Gray
8. The Enesty Weenesty Spider, by Joanna Cole
9. First Art, by MaryAnn Kohl

**EXTRAS**
- Puppet
- Felt Story

PLEASE TAKE CARE! THIS ITEM IS WORTH: $_____________________

$
PICTURE BOOKS
Little Cloud, by Eric Carle
Come On, Rain, by Karen Hesse
Cloudette, by Tom Lichtenheld
Over in the Jungle: A Rainforest Rhyme, by Marianne Berkes
Rainstorm, by Barbara Lehman
Bringing Rain to Kapiti Plain, by Verna Aardema
One Rainy Day, by M. Christina Butler

ACTIVITY BOOKS
The Eentsy Weentsy Spider, by Joanna Cole
First Art, by MaryAnn Kohl

FELT STORY
One Rainy Day, by M. Christina Butler

PUPPET
Little Hedgehog
FELT STORY - One Rainy Day, by M. Christi

If you’re feeling crafty:

Rain Hat

Hedgehog

Rain boots
Umbrella

Mole
Hot Cocoa (x4)

Cookies

Badger
If you feel like shopping:

22317-Rainforest Animals, $11.95 from Little Folk Visuals

PUPPET

2966-Little Hedgehog, $12.99 from Folkmanis

http://www.folkmanis.com/Prod-67-1-341-10/Little_Hedgehog.htm